IRAH QUARTZ - CARE AND MAINTENANCE
IRAH Quartz is 100% Engineered Stone is an eco friendly product that is a non-porous quartz surface that is low
maintenance, easy to clean, scratch resistant, and stain resistant. By following a few basic maintenance
guidelines, your IRAH Quartz countertop shall continue to look new for years to come:

1

In routine daily cleanup, use a clean cloth or non abrasive sponge with mild soap and warm water to wash down
the IRAH Quartz countertop. Follow with thorough water rinse as soap residue can affect the appearance of
IRAH Quartz countertops in both polished and honed finishes.

2

For dried residue, a flat object such as a plastic baking spatula cab be used to gently scrape off foreign material.

3

For stubborn spots, us a soft cloth, sponge, or non abrasive scrub pad, and a mild, neutral PH, non abrasive
cleanser along with plenty of water to clean the surface. Take care to no scrub too hard so as to avoid damage
to the countertop surface.

4

As IRAH Quartz surface is a water resistant product, and chemical product such as oil, vinegar, or lemon juice
should not remain left on the countertop for extended hours and should be washed in a timely manner.

5

Avoid spilling harsh chemicals such as bleach, oven cleaners, drain cleaners, and paint strippers, etc. on your
IRAH Quartz countertop. In the event of an accidental spill, immediately clean the solution and rinse the are of
the surface affected with clean water removing any residue. Repeat until all solution is removed.

6

Although IRAH Quartz is scratch resistant, it is not scratch proof. Do not use the surface as a cutting board, and
avoid to cut or chop directly on your countertop. Use a cutting board for cutting and chopping.

7

IRAH Quartz as a honed surface may show fingerprints and other signs of daily use more visibly than polished
surface applications, and will require more frequent maintenance.

8

Always use a solid material hot pad or trivet when setting down hot objects such as hot pans, pots or plates onto
the countertop. Direct surface contact with extremely high heat can cause damage. Care should be taken when
using electric household appliances that may emit high heat such as crock pots, electric skillets, roaster ovends,
heat lamps, etc as these can potentially damage the surface.

9

Be very aware of the potential damages that may be caused to IRAH Quartz surface when it is exposed to
various corrosive and/or erosive chemicals such as cleaners, oxidizers, acids, stong alkalines, abrasives or free
radicals. Cleaners despite pH level can alter the look of IRAH Quartz.
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